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Battelle was founded to improve the
human condition through innovation

Founding

Battelle Today

• Founded by the Will of Gordon
Battelle

• Generates $6.3 billion annually in
global R&D

• A non-profit, charitable trust

• Oversees over 22,500 employees in
130 locations worldwide

• “Creative and research work”
• “Making of discoveries and inventions”
• Better education of men and women
for employment (cy-près doctrine)

• Manages or co-manages six national
laboratories for DOE, one for DHS and
international laboratories in the UK
and Asia

UK National
Nuclear Laboratory

1883–1923
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What we’ve done
Developed
new materials

Improved and created
entire industries

Pioneered
new technologies

• Metals and materials,
including armor plating
for U.S. tanks in WWII

• Xerography

• Early compact disc
technology

• Fuel for the first
nuclear submarine
• Increased fuel cell
performance
and materials

• Fiber-optic
technology for
telecommunications

• Drug delivery
technology
• Affordable water
purification
• Threat detection
for people/
infrastructure

USS Nautilus
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Manage a balanced business portfolio
• As risk increases, so should returns (profit)

Low Risk

Moderate Risk

M&O Contracts

Industrial and
Government Fee-forservice Contracts

Value Sharing
and Venturing

•1 to 2-year contracts
to perform R&D

•5 to 10-year
investment in high
risk/reward projects

•Government and
private industry

•Start-ups, Top 1000,
venture firms

•5 to 10-year
contracts to operate
the nation’s leading
scientific facilities
•DOE and DHS
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Innovation is essential to solving
our nation’s most critical challenges

What
What is
is
the
the “rate”
“rate”
of
of innovation?
innovation?
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U.S. leads the world in R&D spending,
but its share is decreasing
• In 2010, the U.S. is expected to
invest $402 billion in R&D
– $114 billion government investment
– 1.6% CAGR since FY05
– 75% comes from defense
and healthcare

• U.S. investment represents
only 34.8% of the world total
– Asia: 34.6% – and growing
– Europe: 23.2% – flat

Other Academic
& Non-Profits
7%

Federal
Government
28%

Industry
65%

– Rest of world: 7.4% – flat
• By 2030, U.S. share could fall
to 18%
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Sources of U.S. R&D funding,
2010 estimates
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Open innovation: R&D is no longer
confined by institutional walls
• R&D value chains are no longer fully
contained within a company
– R&D is conducted globally using physical and
social networks in various organizational constructs
– Networks cross ecological boundaries
incorporating academia, large and small
companies, VCs, government labs,
and non-profits
– “Not Invented Here” is quickly giving way
to “Proudly Found Elsewhere”

• R&D has expanded beyond product
development
– Process and business model innovation
are key strategies for many
– Examples: Third-party financing for computing,
Battelle Ventures, technology maturation, technology
investments, iTunes, Walmart supply chain
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The world’s best
scientific talent finds
new opportunities
throughout the world
• In the past, the United States
has been able to attract
the best international students
• In today’s global market
for S&T talent, U.S. institutions
face strong competition
• Researchers can choose:
– Study and work in their own nations
– Study and work elsewhere
(not necessarily in the United States)
– Return home
– U.S. immigration policy doesn’t help
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Where does the U.S. stand today?
Innovation

Competitiveness
Rank

Country

Score

Rank

Country

1

Switzerland

5.60

1

Singapore

2

United States

5.59

2

South Korea

Education

st
Score • 21 (out of 30) in high school science
literacy
2.45 • 25th (out of 30) in high school mathematics

2.26

3

Singapore

5.55

3

Switzerland

2.23

4

Sweden

5.51

4

Iceland

2.17

5

Denmark

5.46

5

Ireland

1.88

6

Finland

5.43

6

Hong Kong

1.88

7

Germany

5.37

7

Finland

1.87

8

Japan

5.37

8

9

Canada

5.33

9

Japan

1.79

10

Netherlands

5.32

10

Sweden

1.64

United States 1.80

#2

U.S. college-level
graduation rates
down from #2 to
#15 in the world

#15
1995

2005

• 50% of U.S. college students who enter
engineering fail to graduate with
engineering degrees
• Undergraduate degrees in science or
engineering: China = 50%, U.S. = 15%

In 1980 the U.S. was the undisputed leader
•World Economic Forum Global Competitiveness Report, 2009-2010
•Boston Consulting Group, National Association of Manufacturers and the Manufacturing Institute Innovation Index 2008
•National Center for Education Statistics; OECD PISA Report 2006
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And there are other clouds on our
innovation horizon
• Federal budget issues are likely to constrain public
investment in R&D
• The financial crisis is affecting our public universities
– [At UC Berkeley] “Science departments, including molecular and
cell biology, physics and chemistry, saw about a five-percent
cut” – California Patriot, 9/1/2009

• Our patent system may be falling behind the times
– Volume of applications limits thoroughness of review
– Difficulties dealing with emerging technologies, such as
genomics
• We have difficulty establishing consistent public
policies that provide clear market signals

NAE FOEE 12/14/10
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But there are silver linings in the
innovation horizon clouds
• There are 17 U.S. universities ranked in the top 25
in the world
• Our capital investments are still huge and we have world
leadership (or close to it) in facilities in:
– Computing
– Neutrons
– X-rays
– Transmission Microscopy
– Biotechnology
All of these facilities are available on a competitive basis
And programs and capabilities in:
– Carbon Management
– Chemical and Biological Detection
– Alternative Fuels & Nuclear Energy Research
– Climate Change

NAE FOEE 12/14/10
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Advances in materials and engineering
have changed the balance of power and hence
societal freedom leading to economic strength
Time

Example

Materials advance

50,000 BCE

Cro-Magnons
overwhelm
the Neanderthal

Shaping of stone
and bone (ceramics later)

6000–1800 BCE

Rise of city-states with armies
in Asia, Mesopotamia, Europe

Copper and bronze

1500 BCE (?)

Kingdoms and empires in Asia,
Near East, Southern Europe

Iron and steel

1300–1800 CE

European wars
and colonial expansion

Gunpowder
and firearms

1850 CE

Modern
warfare

Mass production
of iron and steel

1945 CE

Nuclear
weapons

Graphite, uranium,
plutonium

1956–2000 CE

Submarine-launched
ballistic missiles

Molybdenum, tantalum,
niobium, tungsten

2000 CE

Network-centric warfare

Silicon, electronic
and photonic materials
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Should the energy crisis
be viewed as an opportunity?
Shortages of vital energy resources have driven innovation in the past
Bronze to iron,
~1500 BCE
• Shortages of tin led
to development
of smelting
• Price of iron fell
by a factor of 80,000
over 1200 years

Charcoal to coke,
1700 CE

Fossil fuel to sustainable
energy, 2050 CE?

• Wood shortages
drove use of coal
• Invention of coke
smelting advanced
the mass production
of iron and brass
• Casting methods
enabled economical
production
of steam
engines
Stephen Sass
“Scarcity, Mother
of Invention,”
The New York Times,
August 10, 2006
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Energy offers a broad array of
opportunities for innovation
Long term

Near term

Abundant,
affordable
energy
supplies

More
efficient
energy use

High-yield,
robust
biofuel
crops

Inexhaustible
fusion
power

Closing
the
nuclear
fuel cycle

Oil shale
extraction
technology

Sustainable
nuclear reactors
and fuels

Nano
materials for
affordable solar
Net-zero
energy
houses

Efficient vehicles
and
engines

Smart, efficient
electric grid

Biotech and materials
processes for efficient
industry

Capturing and
sequestering CO2

Protection
of the
environment
Cleaner coal plants and engines
NAE FOEE 12/14/10
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Each energy opportunity has its
“pros” and “cons”. . .
“No silver bullet; no free lunch”
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Leadership requires an everincreasing rate of innovation

Structural materials for complex environments

Service temperature

A neverending
quest

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

1200°C

Thermal barrier coatings
Convection/impingement/film cooling

1100°C

Internal/convection cooling

1000°C

2000

2010
Innovative
cooling
concepts

Weldable
Single ODS alloys
crystal
Directional solidification and single crystal

Conventionally cast
900°C
800°C
700°C

Wrought

Ni alloy development

40 years to achieve
a 55°C improvement
in upper operating
temperature!

Advanced Materials & Processes (2006)
NAE FOEE 12/14/10
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Expanding computing and data
capabilities will increase innovation

Oak Ridge
Leadership
Computing Facility

Cray XT4
Quad-core
263 TF
Cray XT4 62 TB, 1 PB
Cray XT3 119 TF
Dual-core
54 TF
2008
Cray X1
3 TF

2007
2006
2005

2004
Cray XT3
Single-core
26 TF
NAE FOEE 12/14/10

Cray XT4
Quad-core
166 TF
18 TB, 0.3 PB

Cray XT5-HE
12-core, dualsocket SMP
2.33 PF
300 TB, 10 PB

OLCF-3
20 PF

2018
2015

2012
2010

Cray XT5
12-core, dualsocket SMP
1.03 PF
129 TB, 3.3 PB

DARPA
HPCS
2 PF

Future
system
100–250 PF

Future
system
1000 PF
(1 EF)

Structural ceramic
engineering

La atoms at surface
of Si3N4 grain
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What does it take to integrate discovery
and translation to deployment … quickly?
Materials Design
& Discovery

Materials
Characterization

Materials
Processing

Synthesis

Product
Integration

Manufacturing Process
and Product Design

Characterization
Tools

Computational Materials Science and Engineering

Education
Education and
and
Work
Work Force
Force
= U.S. Strength
NAE FOEE 12/14/10

= U.S. Challenge
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A Professor with an idea and a
Businessman with a vision
Sheffield University Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre

• High-speed, high-performance machining breakthrough
• Ti alloys

exotic metals

composites nuclear materials

• Works with about 60 companies – world’s leading aerospace and
advanced manufacturing companies
– Boeing and Rolls Royce are key customers

• 120 highly qualified researchers and engineers from around the globe
• Takes Sheffield’s traditional metals technology into the 21st century
NAE FOEE 12/14/10
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Complex and inter-related factors
Benchmarking to the Best

Public Awareness

SCIENCE
SCIENCE

Shanghai

Singapore
New Zealand
Finland
Japan

Hong Kong

PISA 2009

Australia
United States

Shanghai

OECD Avg

Hong Kong
Taipei

United States
Student
Performance:

MATHEMATICS
MATHEMATICS

Singapore

Switzerland
Korea
Finland
OECD Avg

United States

#18 in Science
#30 in
Mathematics

Pipelines and Pathways
By 2030, nearly
20% of the U.S.
will be over 65,
compared with
12% in 2000
Underserved and
low-achieving K-12
students today will
be the majority of our
future workforce
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Coverage
of science
as a news
topic is
rare:
2.3%

Systems and Infrastructure
Uneven
investment
of state
GDP to
education

HS graduation
requirements
can vary by
3 grade levels
National Center for Education Statistics, US Census Data
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What shapes education
initiatives at Battelle?
• STEM for all; not just for those
interested in science and math, or
those who live in the right zip codes
• STEM is a catalyst for larger
systemic change because it is
bringing non-traditional education
stakeholders to the table
• The current education ecosystem for STEM is program-rich and
systems-poor; islands of excellence exist and few are reaching scale
• Funding scarcity is enabling creativity and crossing boundaries of K-12,
Higher Education, Business
– And crossing political and district boundaries
– Making STEM relevant to students
– Enlightened self-interest connecting Higher Ed and K-12
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Battelle is moving the K-12 needle
to address these issues
Benchmarking to the Best

Increasing use
of data to inform
decisions

Public Awareness

Investments to
link community to
the classroom

Mid-Ohio Foodbank full-time site for STEM
classes – Vertical gardening, hunger studies

Systems and Infrastructure

Total NSBE Jr.
U.S. Population

Pipelines and Pathways

Battelle encourages
membership in NSBE Jr.
across Columbus City
School District
NAE FOEE 12/14/10

Columbus
Rest of U.S.

Creating STEM
networks to access
talent and apply
systems design
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Success of Battelle/OSU partnership
Informed policy and public/
private partnership that led to

Partnership: Battelle, OSU,
and 16 Public School Districts
in Franklin County, Ohio
Mastery-based program

• 74 graduates in 2010; 100% college
admission

• STEM policy changes in Ohio

• Over $4 million in scholarships offered

• 3,100 Ohio students attending non-selective public
secondary schools (at 31 districts participating)

• Two-thirds enrolling in STEM degree
programs; all STEM “ready”

• 101,000 students and 1,000 teachers in Ohio
access K-8 STEM programs of excellence

• Over 3,000 OSU college credits earned

• Battelle now supporting STEM networks modeled
after OSLN in Texas, North Carolina, California,
New York, and Tennessee with Gates Foundation

• 53 students attending OSU
• New practices at OSU for attraction of
prepared students
NAE FOEE 12/14/10

• Majority of Race to the Top winners from U.S.
Department of Education cite STEM networks as
part of the STEM change agenda
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National Children’s Study (NCS)
 Longitudinal study of children, their families, and their
environment (before birth through age 21)
 Examines relationship of environmental exposures (chemical,
biological, physical, and social) to children’s health
 Follows approximately 100,000 children across 105 randomlyselected counties in the United States
 Allows for assessment of gene-environment interactions, and
provides evidence-based information to support policy decisions

Battelle’s Contributions
Science basis for study design
24

 Hypothesis development, sampling
approaches, design effects, probabilistic
modeling, economic impact analyses
 Exposure and health outcome research
 5 peer-reviewed publications and multiple
white papers for science workshops

Partnering with multiple
universities to manage the
study in many locations
NAE FOEE 12/14/10

Long-term commitment to providing
innovative methods during
implementation
24

Creativity will always play a
critical role

Biologically inspired subsea burrowing
Inspiration
Razor clams (Ensis directus)
reduce burrowing drag
by using movements
of their shells
to fluidize soil

Project
An industry/university
partnership has developed
a burrowing machine that
mimics the digging behavior
of the razor clam

Conversion to value
Testing results are being
adapted into design rules
that dictate burrowing
machine performance
• Energy

U.S. Patent: A. G. Winter V et al.,
“Method and Apparatus for
Penetrating Particulate Substrates,”
Application 12455392,
filed June 1, 2009

– Anchored
ocean
monitors
– Platform
anchors
for oil
exploration
– Downhole oil well
tool transport
– Anchored sentinels

• National security
– Anchored sentinels

• Atmospheric sciences
– Anchored ocean samplers
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"¡Yo quiero Taco Bell!"
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Landmark Detection - ¡Yo quiero …

sonorant
vowel
burst
glottal
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